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By Subscription

P. A. ELECTS BURGESS, STUDENT EDITOR
FLETCHER AND THE ROMEROS
TO APPEAR AFTER VACATION
Bramwell Fletcher, noted
Concert duo-guitarists Celin
George Bernard Shaw impres- and Pepe Romero, members of
sionist, will present a two- : the famous Romero family,
hour dramatic portrait of this jwill appear in concert at the
artist Monday, February 28 at I Lewiston High School Audito8:00 p.m. in the Chapel.
rium, February 22 at 8:15 p.m.
Nineteen-year-old Pepe and
twenty-five year old Celin
have been chosen as duo-recitalists because of their unique combination of the romantic and flamenco styles.
Pepe, a flamenco specialist,
has often awed his audiences
with remarkably swift and
sure fingerwork. As described
by a reviewer of the New York
World Telegram and Sun,
". . . he crouched over his guitar and played flamenco
themes like an angel with
gypsy blood."

Monday, February 7, The Publishing Association Board chose Kenneth Burgess 67 to succeed Anne Ganley '66 as Editor-in-Chief of the Bates STUDENT. In
two meetings that afternoon the board considered applications for the positions of
Editor and Business Manager of the three campus publications. The other successful candidates will be announced at a future date.
A history major from Pennsylvania, Burgess served as Associate Editor this
past semester and was a News Editor and reporter during the two previous years.
In considering his appointment, Ken indicated, "The
paper can be either an inconsequential before-dinner reading or a viable sounding board
for campus news and opinion.
This depends not only on the
newspaper itself, but also on
the attitude of the reader.
However, its role as a sounding
board need not smother the
newspaper's independent style
and thinking."
Ken pointed out that his
future hopes for the STUDENT
were high. "Next year's paper
should have the advantages of
an experienced, self-reliant
staff as well as a hoped-for
increase in subscription and
Con't Pg. 2/CoL 1

Celin favors the classical
repertoire of the Romantic
composers such as that of
Morreno Torroba. He has Feb. 10:
been playing the guitar since
Deansmen Concert in the
the age of three.
Little Theater at 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 12:
The concert is presented in
Class of '68 Ski Trip and
cooperation with the LewisParty at Lost Valley, 6:00 to
ton-Auburn Community-Con12:30 p.m.
cert Association. Admission is
Open House in the Women's
by student identification card.
Union, 9:00 to 1:00.
Feb. 13:
Chapel at 7:00 p.m. Dr.
Brown's sermon will be "Why
Persecute Me?"
Feb. 14:
All-campus final elections
in Lower Chase Hall, 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
Bridge Tournament in the
Co-ed Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Karl S. Woodcock, pro- Feb. 15:
fessor emeritus of Physics, reNo cut day.
ceived a Distinguished Service
State Oral Interpretation
Citation for exceptional con- Contest in the Little Theater
tributions to the teaching of at 1:00 p.m.
physics from the American
Class of '67 Dance in Chase
Association of Physics Teach- Hall, 7:30 to 10:45 p.m.
ers on January 29. He retired Feb. 16:
last spring from the post of
No cut day
Chairman of the Bates Physics
Classes end at 12:00 noon.
Department, after teaching Feb. 16 to 20:
here since 1918.
Winter Recess
Dr. Woodcock earned his Feb. 21:
No cut day
master's and doctorate from
Classes resume at 8:00 a.m.
the University of Chicago.
While there, he was one of the Feb. 22:
No cut day
pioneers in early atomic study,
C. A. Annual Banquet in
which he subsequently included into his courses at Bates. Fiske, 6:00 p.m.
The Romeros will perform in
Having introduced astron- the Lewiston High School
omy into the Bates curriculum Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
many years ago, Dr. Woodcock Feb. 23:
currently heads the program.
Vespers at 9:30 p.m.
He was instrumental in de- Feb. 24:
signing the recently built adBates Oratorical Contest in
dition on Carnegie Science the Filene Room, 7:00 p.m.
Hall.
Con't Pg. 3/CoL 1

COMING EVENT:

Mr. Fletcher's portraiture is
an effort to reincarnate the
whole Shavian personality as
artist and philosopher, youth
and ancient. Shaw is drawn
into reality from his essays,
interviews, c o r r e s pondence,
and play highlights, personified by Mr. Fletcher. Not only
adopting the Shavian attitude, but the look as well, Mr.
Fletcher appears as a white
bearded figure attired in
Norfolk jacket and plus fours
(knickers). All the mannerisms smack of Shaw — the
soap-box oratory, the witticisms, impudence, and remarkably clear observations.
The surface dialogue is humorous sweetness and light;
the underlying layer is more
serious. Commented Mr.
Fletcher, "My real education
began when I met Shaw. . .
Though then in late seventies,
Shaw was active and agile as
a young man and seemed utterly tireless. The memory of
that day haa remained with
me, and I have tried to recapture it, these many years later,
with this performance."
The program will be divided into two parts: Shaw's
early life as a young man in
Dublin and London, and as a
fully mature man tackling the
common denominator problems of mankind.
Born in Yorkshire, England,
Mr. Fletcher began his thespian career with the Royal
Shakespeare Company at
Stratford-on-Avon. Since his
late teens he has been acclaimed a success on the
stage.

Woodcock Gets

Physics Citation

DEANSMEN

IN

Tomorrow night, February
10th, the Deansmen will present a half-hour concert in
the Little Theater. Being performed out of popular re
quest by the Bates studen's,
the concert will begin at 8:15
p.m. The Deansmen will be
presenting some new songs
and some old favorites.

CONCERT

year thus far with appearance
on Nantucket Island, schools
in the New England area and
a concert in Hartford with
groups from Harvard, Amherst, and Brown.

Last spring the Deansmen
made an album with the Merrimanders. The sales of this
album have been very sucThe octet has had a busy cessful but there are a limited
number of albums remaining.
After the concert, they will be
on sale for $3.75 each.

Oral Interpretation
Festival At Bates

Bates College will be host
to a Maine College Oral Interpretation Festival on Tuesday, February 15, under the
direction of Professor Brooks
Quimby, chairman of the College speech department.
The program will be held in
the Little Theatre beginning
at 2:00 p.m.
Following the rules of the
New England Forensic Association, the Festival will include the categories of prose
and poetry with two contestants from each college participating. Each student will
be rated by a panel of critics
made up of faculty members
from the entering schools.
Taking part from Bates will
be David Riesse, '68, Arlington, Mass., and Barbara A.
Bownes, '68, Laconia, New
Hampshire. Bates critic will be
Ronald T. Hammond, visiting
lecturer in speech.

For those students who did
not get enough serenading by
the Deansmen at Christmas,
this is an excellent time to
hear a group that has sung
everywhere from the World's
Fair, to Frye Street, to Carnegie Hall.

Enroll Now For
Advanced Comp.
Present
Sophomores and
Juniors who are interested in
taking Prof. Berkelman's English 332 (Advanced Essay
writing) next fall (MWF
11:00) should see him before
Feb. 15th. Those who apply
early will be given preference
in the limited enrollment. The
course, open to majors in any
department, involves weekly
writing, very little reading,
and much class discussion.

Two ' O a.
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VIET NAM PROSPECTUS, PART TWO
by Allan W. Cameron
EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the
notority of the author of the
Viet Nam series, we felt that
it was unnecessary to give a
by-line. However, since one
person has questioned the authority behind the series, we
enclose It
To a large extent the present trouble in Viet Nam stems
from the results of the Geneva
Conference of 1954. Like most
international conferences, this
one was both a success and a
failure; in the long run the
failures have assumed more
importance than the successes.
The Conference was called
by the Big Four foreign ministers meeting in Berlin in January 1954. Primarily designed
to work for a permanent solution in Korea, it was secondarily to investigate the War
in Indochina. Shortly after the
Conference began in April,
however, it became apparent
that a solution for Korea was
not in the offing; attention
therefore turned to Indochina.
The French and the Viet
Minh had been fighting in
Indochina since 1946 in a war
which had its origins in mistakes and misunderstanding
on the part of both sides as
well as in French intractibility. For the French the war
was to primarily reestablish
their colonial rule in Indochina. For the Viet Minh, like
the National Liberation Front,
a nationalist movement under
firm Communist control, it
was a war for national liberation.
The United States had opposed the war from the beginning and had applied pressure to force the French to relax their position and sponsor
independence for the IndoManager from Pg. 1
advertising revenue. However,
the STUDENT will need not
only additional good writers,
but also writers with a fresh
and entertaining style."
His other activities have included membership on Publishing Association Board and
the Senate. In addition, he is
an outstanding fullback on
the varsity soccer team and
was elected to the Second AllMaine Soccer team this past
season.
Previous to coming to Bates,
Burgess attended Milton Abbey In England for a year after graduating from high
school in 1962. His future plans
include graduate school in the
field of law.
FROM AN INTERESTED STUDENT:
I have learned from eight
year old Ricky Boyce that his
daddy works at Bates College
and is the Dean of Boys.
Ron Marsh '68

—

Chinese states. The French responded that the war was noi
so much colonial as against
Communist expansion. Initially this argument was given
little credence, but with the
onset of the Cold War, the
Berlin Blockade and the victory of the Chinese Communists, American sympathy began to swing toward the
French. With active Chinese
support for the Viet Minh after 1949, the Korean War provided the final push. Thereafter American policy came to
view Korea and Indochina as
two aspects of the same problem, and American support in
money and material was instrumental to the French effort.
By the opening of the Geneva Conference, however, the
French were unquestionably
losing the war. Dien Bien Phu
was under heavy siege and
fell on May 7. To the French
this was the last straw; domestic feeling was overwhelmingly in favor of an end to the
war on virtually any terms.
On this platform the government of Pierre Mendes-Francc
assumed office in the middle
of June.
The United States had been,
and remained, consistently opposed to any settlement in
Indochina which would give
up territory to Communist
rule. During the early part of
1954 Secretary of State Dulles
and
other
Administration
leaders had attempted to gain
support at home and abroad
for a collective intervention
in Indochina to aid the
French. The effort failed.
There was considerable domestic opposition. The French
were only lukewarm, since
they really wanted to end the
whole business.
The British, who were the
key to any effort, were interested in the pursuit of a policy of detente with the Soviet
Union; they felt that nothing
should be done which might
hamper the chances for success at Geneva. They therefore
declined participation
with the United States in an
Indochinese intervention and
likewise expressed coolness
toward formation of a collective security organization in
South East Asia until after
the Geneva Conference.
The Russians and the Chinese were at this time pursuing a policy of moderation in
the aftermath of the Stalin
era. Russia had the internal
problems of leadership succession and major readjustments
of society to occupy her. China,
at peace for the first time in
twenty years, wanted time to
concentrate on internal matters. Both were interested in
a compromise solution in Indochina. Their pressure on the
Viet Minh, who saw total victory in their grasp and were
reluctant to give it up, was

instrumental in achieving a binding on no one. The United
States agreed to it in principle
solution.
but refused to formally enAnd, finally, there was the
dorse
it; the now-independent
government of the Republic of
Viet Nam. Originally estab- Saigon government denounced
lished by the French as a it completely and stated its
counter to the nationalist ap- refusal to be bound.
The position of the Diem
peal of the Viet Minh, the
government
rested on several
Saigon government succeeded
in gaining its complete inde- grounds. The major ones were
pendence and sovereignty in that it had not been consulted
early June of 1954. With the on the major provisions of the
appointment of Ngo Dien Agreements, that the French
Diem to the post of Prime had given up territory legally
Minister in early July it sud- belonging to "free Viet Nam."
denly acquired a new dyna- and that the French had armism. Although intimately rogated to themselves the
concerned with any solution right of fixing the date of
which might be reached at elections which would deterGeneva, its voice was ignored. mine the future of the Diem
The Viet Minh, in one of the government as well as of Viel
major political blunders of Nam. For this position there
the whole history of the Viet- was considerable justification
namese struggle, refused to by any standard.
The Geneva Agreements
deal with the Saigon, regime.
The French, still viewing were a success in that they
themselves as the colonial achieved the basic purpuse of
overlords in Indochina, failed the conference: an end to the
fighting in Indochina. They
to consult it.
In this context, it was ob- gave the French an excuse to
vious that the Conference was get out, they gave the other
going to arrive at some sort powers the security of having
of an agreement on Viet Nam a threat to the peace cf the
to end the fighting. The only world temporarily removed.
Yet the Agreements did not
question was that of what
provide
a final solution to the
kind of settlement it was to
Viet Nam problem. The pobe.
wers at Geneva had, indeed,
Much bargaining and con- managed to avoid the crucial
cessions by both sides led to a issues. The major error lay in
cease fire agreement between failure to deal with the existthe high commands (not gov- ence of two competing Vieternments!) of the French and namese governments, the Viet
Viet Minh forces on July 20. Minh and the Republic of
The agreement simply ended Viet Nam, both of which had
the fighting and provided for good claim to be the governthe regrouping of forces. It ment of all Viet Nam. The
did not prescribe a political emergence of two indepensolution and made only pass- dent and sovereign governing reference to the holding of ments after the Conference let
elections to unify the country. inevitably to disagreement
Under the regroupment provi- and conflict between them.
sions it prescribed the temFurthermore, the powers
porary division of Viet Nam
were
unwilling to commit
at the 17th parallel, with the
North under the Viet Minh themselves to an active role
and the South under the in the enforcement of the
Agreements, including the proFrench.
visions for elections in 1956.
In the brief period between
That is the real significance
the conclusion of the cease
of the fact that the final decfire and the adjournment of
the Conference, the participants drafted the controversial "final declaration" which
endorsed the provisions of the
cease fire and specified elec- -^1 MANunCTUMM NKTIONM.
tions for unification to be held
LEWISTON AUBURN. MAM*
in July 1956. This was an unsigned document, legally 8 Convenient Locations In
Friday
Saturday
Sunoov
THE TRAIN
Burt Lancaster, Paul Scofield
French R.R. Men Resist Efforts
of Nazi Invaders to Transport
Art Items from Paris to Berlin

Priscilla

FLIGHT FROM ASHIYA
Yul Brynner, Richard Widmark
Based on Elliott Arnold's Novel
Studies Motivation of 3 Men
Involved In USAF Air Rescue
Service Efforts to Pick Up
Survivors of Sunken Japanese
Freighter — UA

laration was unsigned. The
provision for elections was
only a gesture toward a final
solution and everyone knew
it; the question of two competing governments could not
be so easily resolved. The
United States pointed out,
with an unusual amount of
foresight, that the Agreements
did not solve the Viet Nam
problem but only postponed
it
Finally it must be recalled
that even the cease-fire document was signed not by the
governments but by the respective military high commands. The Saigon government was not associated with
them in any way other than
by its subordination to French
control. Yet the independence
of that government had been
granted by the French. The
French Commissioner for Indochina was withdrawn in
early 1955; the High Command
followed soon thereafter. This
left no one other than the
Viet Minh High Command
clearly bound by any of the
Agreements produced at Geneva.
In sum, it is not surprising
that the Agreements failed to
bring final peace to Indochina. It is even amazing that
they functioned as well as
they did. And, in the present
day, to attempt to find some
kind of permanent political
solution for Viet Nam on the
basis of inadequate agreements made twelve years ago,
would be sheerest folly.

CITY CAB CO.
Diol 4-4521

VICTOR NEWS COMPANY
Paperbacks & School Supplies
SO Ash Street
TeL 782-0521
Opp. Poet Of floe

Two-In-One Taxi
25 SABATTUS STREET
LEWISTON

Lowiston and Aubara

Nearest to the Campus

Member F.D.I.C.

Tel. 784-5251

StedUnot
106 Middle Street

784-4151

CDUNGE

RESTAURANT.
Lowiston

Me

Steaks • Lobsters • Italian Foods
Private Dining Rooms Available for
Banquets - Parties - Weddings - Business
Meetings from 20 to 300 persons
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ROY WILKINS STRESSES
ROLE OF MAINE NAACP
A number of Bates students
and professors showed their
concern with the civil rights'
movement by traveling to Bangor to hear Mr. Roy Wilkins,
Executive Secretary of the
NAACP, who urged Maine
members to "have a revolutionary attitude" about implementing current civil
rights' legislation; however,
he did emphasize that the violence of a riot is "not a weapon in the civil rights' arsenal."
Mr. Wilkins attacked the
complacency
of those in
Maine who feel that as our
state is "not traditionally regarded as a site of racial tension," we can afford to feel
superior to Southern states.
Although some feel that an
NAACP is superfluous in
Maine, Mr. Wilkins would

Coming Events from Pg. 1
Feb. 26:
Class of '68 Dance in the
Gym, 8:00 to 11:45 p.m.
Feb. 27:
Chapel at 7:00 p.m. Dr.
Brown will speak on "What Is
Lent All About?"

have it expand its efforts and
stated that we in Maine have
much racial inequality that is
veiled beneath an exterior attitude of equality. He prr.ved
this statement with a dismaying number of examples. He
wondered whether the ranks
of the white-collar workers in
Maine contain many Negroes
and decided that often the
menial jobs are relegated to
Negroes and jobs above a certain level are denied to them.
In the area of education, the
Negro is also inequal. Mr.
Wilkins said many textbooks
used in schools neglect Negro
history, dismissing it with a
few paragraphs to the effect
that "the Negro came to
America as a slave." Surprising enough, housing is the
biggest problem for Negroes
in Maine; in fact, it is so serious that the Secretary of Defense was considering disbanding the air force base at
Dow because, for one thing,
there was no adequate housing for Negro servicemen. The
climax of his speech came
when he wondered how Maine
people could let an Indian be
killed and then merely charge
the murderer with manslaughter.

Mr. Wilkins then urged that
we have a revolutionary attiFeb. 28:
tude in helping the Negro
overcome "the heritage of
Bramwell Fletcher imper- centuries." The Negro "cries
sonates G. Bernard Shaw in in his heart over his helplessthe Chapel at 8:00 p.m.
ness against the dark intensity of prejudice" and unless
Mar. 2:
the nation improves the Negro
situation,
"all mankind may
Short Term Registration Bego down and then must begin
gins
the long tortorous climb to
Vespers, 9:30 p.m.
equality all over again."

EMPIRE

EVE.
6:30-8:30

Continuing Thru Feb. 16
•THUNDERBALL"
Soon Connery, Claudlne Auger
Based on One of Ian Fleming's
Beet Seller Novels
Mar Be Last of Series for
Sean Connery in the Boles of
James Bond (007).
Cloak and Dagger Type
UA — First Run

RITZ

31

MAPLE ST.
LEWISTON

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
NEVER TOO LATE
Paul Ford, Connie Stevens
Plus
MURIETA
Jeffrey Hunter
In Color
Sunday ■ Monday - Tuesday
"BREAKFAST AT
TIFFANY'S"
AUDREY HEPBURN
Plus
"REVENGE OF THE

GLADIATORS"
In Color
Coming "BILLIE"

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
Roger and Regina LaBreeaue
1*5 Lisbon St.

Dial 7B4-4587

— nOWEHB WIRED WOULD WIDt —

Lewieton

Winslow Homer At Treat
Winslow Homer, "the most
important painter in the history of American art," will be
represented at the Treat Gallery with The Harold Trowbridge Pulsifer Collection of
Winslow Homer paintings and
drawings. This collection
comes from Colby College and
will be at the Gallery from
February 6 to February 28.
Represented in this showing
will be Homer's watercolors of
the 1870's and several noteworthy works in oil.

Ski Trip And Dance
On Sophomore Agenda
Ski Trip and Party
The Class of '68 will sponsor a ski trip and party at
Lost Valley this Saturday
night from 6:00 to 12:30. Buses will leave Chase Hall at
6:00. Reduced tow rates of
$1.50 for the T-bar and $2.50
for the chair will be given to
sophomores and their dates
upon presentation of their
identification cards.
At 10:00 there will be dancing and refreshments in the
lodge. Buses will leave the
area about 12:00. The price of
the bus,and party will be
$1.50, should be paid in advance to the sophomore dorm
representatives. All Bates students and their guests are invited to attend.
Class Dance
The Sophomore Class will
hold their class dance on February 26, from 8:00 to 12:00
p.m. in the Alumni Gym. Hoping to feature "The Turtles,"
the class is now seeking money to guarantee the contract.
Tickets of $2.50 per person are
on sale in the supper lines
and also through dorm representatives. If the contract cannot be made due to lack of
funds, money will be refunded in the supper lines and a
less expensive group will be
contracted. Deadline for ticket
payment for the "Turtles" Is
February 15.

DOSTIE JEWELER
Large Selection of
SOLID GOLD
PIERCED EARRINGS
&
STERLING SILVER CHARMS
Comer Main ft Lisbon St*.
Lewiston

/C

Three

U. N. OF POETRY PRESENTS
"THE ADVENTURES OF MARIO"
Students who frequent the
"libe" have undoubtedly spent
a study break examining the
colorful puppets in the display windows. The puppets
will be used in a series of
plays depicting "The Adventures of Mario" to be presented in collaboration with the
United Nations of Poetry.

DEBATING NEWS
Alan Lewis and Richard
Rosenblatt competed in a nationwide tourney represented
by 121 other teams from U. S.
universities and colleges a!
Harvard last weekend. They
defeated the University of Hawaii and Iona College teams
but lost to Marquette, Westerr
Reserve, Fordham Education
al, and Northern Illinois
Lewis finished fifth among 54
extemporaneous speakers. ProfessoT Quimby remarked, 'He
did an outstanding job."
Two Bates teams spent the
weekend at the College of
William and Mary in Virginia
Affirmatives Charlotte Singer
and Richard Waxman won
three debates against the University of Florida, George
Washington, and Old Dominion. They lost to Duke, University of Virginia, Ohio State
and Kearny State.
Susan Francis and Howard
Melnick, negative speakers,
defeated Wake Forest, Villanova, Wooster, and William and
Mary. They lost to West Point,
Clarion State, and South Carolina.

Oratorical Contest
Tryouts for the Bates Oratorical Contest will be held in
Room 300, Pettigrew Hall at 4
P.M. on Monday, February
21st. Candidates are requested
to present an eight-minute
original persuasive speech on
a topic of general significance.
Finals will be held Thursday
evening, February 24th at 7
P.M. in the Filene Room Pettigrew Hall. The contest is
open to all Bates students.
Prizes of $40, $25, and $15 will
be awarded for the first three
places in the finals. For further information see Professor
Quimby.

The plays will be presented
in the Gannet Room on February 27th, March 6th, and
March 13th from 8:00 to 9:30
p.m. Each play is approximately % hour in length and
three or four plays will be
shown each night.
The plays depict the trials
of a young boy as ho grows in
the coming responsibilities of
marriage and ruling his kingdom.
The characters in th« plays
are puppets because they can
best suggest fantastic images.
It is easier to give rich, fantastic speech to Images of
fantasy than to realistic characters. Thus, poetry is a natural part of the entertainment.
The plays make a game of
language through philosophical thought, word play, and
verbal musical expression.
Professor Tagliabue of the
English department wrote the
plays when he was in Florence, Italy, under the Fulbright program from 1950 to
1953. Mrs. Tabliabue designed
and constructed the puppets.
She has studied art in Italy
and in New York. Some of the
puppets were inspired by Picasso.
The United Nations cf Poetry Is an informal campus
group interested in poetry. At
gatherings the students read
their own poetry and verses of
others which have impressed
them. Great interest js taken
in the poetry of other nationalities. Open house meetings
are held where foreign students speak of their own
countries and read poetry of
their fellow countrymen.

"The Lady's.. »•
Cast Chosen
The cast for the Robinson
Player's April production of
Christopher Fry's The Lady's
Not For Burning was announced by Mr. Ronald Hammond. A comedy in verse, the
play taken place in "the 15th
Century, either more or less or
exactly." The cast selected for
the Bates production Is: Richard, David Riese '68; Thomas
Mendip, Peter Allen '66; Alizon Eliot, Marilyn Black '69;
Nicholas Devise, Peter Bates
'69; Margaret Devise, Kitty
Earle '69; Hebble Tyson, Vincent Pollina '69; Humphrey
Devise, Thomas Todd '67; Jennet Jourdemayne,
Barbara
Revey '69; The Chaplain, Royce
Buehler '66; Edward Tappercoon, Joseph Carlson '68; Matthew Skipps, William Hiss '66.
Two nights last week, the
cast assembled for a complete reading of the play.
Following these rehearsals,
they listened to a recording of
the original Broadway cast in
order to become better acquainted with the beauty and
subtle humor of the verse.

Four '
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EDITORIALS
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"On The Cuff"
"this is off the cuff . . . it's true, but don't tell anyone ... I can't tell you all the facts because you might
misunderstand . . . you have the wrong idea; if you only
knew the whole story. . ."
Someone once wisely pointed out that there is no
such thing as a good or bad question if sincerely asked.
Yet obviously there are good and bad responses to questions. The worse response is one which denies the questioner the opportunity to understand. Instead of a complete answer, the questioner is told half answers or is
given responses which imply that the information can
go no further. It is as if truths, and facts can only be
made known to a chosen few. Too often the desire to
know followed by the will to ask is frustrated by reasoning which implies that somehow these truths, facts
cannot stand on their own—somehow they depend on
who knows them. Consequently it becomes the duty of
a few to protect the essence of truth from the contamination inherent in free discussion.
What is it that makes people fear the free exchange of opinions and facts? Some may argue that the
two — opinion and fact — become confused and if the
distinction is not clear, a misunderstanding will occur.
Yet instead of withholding information for this, would
it not be saner to make the concentrated effort to educate and to be educated as to the distinction between
fact and opinion on an issue?
Others further protest that even if the differentration between fact and opinion has been made, misinterpretation can still occur. "After all, not everyone
has enough background to understand, is qualified to
think." Nor will everyone ever be as long as this attitude persists. In a society whose promise is that its
members are intelligent, it seems absurd to withhold
information, to suppress open discussion. In most cases,
it is the half truths given off the cuff or implied in the
all knowing "if you only knew" which do the most
damage by breeding suspicion. In order to understand
— to know — facts must be given and questioned freely. The fear of being misunderstood only leads to distrust. Truths cause harm only when isolated never
when communicated.

COOPER'S RESTAURANT
FINE FOOD & QUICK SERVICE
CALL AND ORDER — YOUR FOOD WILL BE
READY WHEN YOU GET THERE
"After Exams, See Coop for Clams"
Sabatrus St.

Hatres
Ann* Ganloy '66
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LewUton

Student
Mark Hennessey '67
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Rick Powers '67, Kenneth C. Burgess '67, Associate Editors; Geoffrey Boyer
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Lay-out:
Rocky Wild '67
Pat Korol '67
Sally Myers '67
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LETTERS
IMPRESSED
BY UNIMPRESSED
TO THE EDITOR
The Garnet Board was impressed by Mr. Richard's letter which recently appeared in
the Student. The letter represented certain perennial complaints verbally levelled
against the literary magazine.
Since our policy is apparently
misunderstood, we welcomed
Mr. Richard's invitation to
clarify our method of operation.
Financially, the Garnet is
in limbo. This year the Garnet will be allotted an estimated $485. The twenty-page
winter edition cost $240, allowing us to publish a second
issue.
Perhaps a constructive suggestion for this straight jacket situation would be to
print more pages on paper of
lower quality.
Appearance
wise, this would be unpalatable and might elicit addititional complaints from the
student body.
The recent Garnet clearly
represented Bates students'
talents, i.e., it represented the
efforts of those writers who
have psychologically arrived
at the point where they can
submit manuscripts, without
struggling against conflicting
pangs of self-consciousness.
The Board does not concern itself with those who choose to
wait for the realization of this
"arrival". The Garnet respects the writers' option of
deciding whether or not they
are ready to be judged.
A regard for quality over
quantity guides the Staff's
method of selection. Material
is published on the basis of
merit, not on the basis of its
representing the various categories of art, the drama . . .
Too often we have heard
this common complaint. "I
don't understand much of the
material in the Garnet. It
seems to appeal to a particular type of person on this
campus. Why don't I find
something with which I can
identify?" May we submit—
Have you gone out to meet the
story or poem, or have you
asked it to come to you?
To those who represent the
"untapped and unarrlved
sources of 'creative' writing"
on campus, we offer the challenge to submit their manuscripts to our fallible and
temperamental judgment. For
those readers struggling unsuccessfully with the Garnet,
we suggest that they lose
themselves even more. Coleridge once observed, "We receive but what we give".
Thank you Mr. Richards,

Faculty Advisor: Dr. David A. Nelson.
Staff: Jill Frye '68, Gretchen Hess '68, Bill Morris '68, Valerie Wallace '68,
Brent Costain '67, l*ona Schoubl* '68, Susan Francis '67, Pattie Perkins
'68, Judy Marden '66, Stuart Hardy '68, Bill Yan*r '69, Jim Hunt '69,
Mike Rossi '69, Alan Anderson '68, Denis Fortktr '68, Douglas Arnold
'69, Ann McCormick '69, Paula Smith '69, Henry Seiaal '68, Steve lundquist '69, William R. Butler '68, Ginny Whit* '67, Path** Raymond '68,
Henry Soigel '68, Mary Williams '68, JoAnn French '68, Terri lonetelli '69,
David Rieie '68, Robert Borland '66.

C. A.
To the Editor:
The Nominating Committee
of the Campus Association is
pleased to see that at least
one student on this campus
has a strong concern for demPublished weekly at Hathorn Hall, Bates College, during the acratic process and effective
college year. Printed at Pine Tree Press, 220 Gam age Ave., Au- student organizational actiburn, Maine 04210. Entered as second-class matter at the Lew- vity. The Committee wishes,
iston Post Office Jan. 30,1913, under the act of Mar. 3,1879.
however, to clarify a few mis-

TO THE EDITOR

conceptions which appeared
in Alan Lewis' letter in last
week's Student
First, the presentation of a
single candidate for an office
does not totally do away with
elective choice; the candidate
can be rejected if the students
so desire, and there is no rule
prohibiting a write-in ballot.
Secondly, possible candidates
were not eliminated on the
basis of "conflicting policies".
And thirdly, Mr. Lewis tends
to be a little idealistic in his
view that the Bates studentry
is enlightened or makes itself
enlightened enough about the
Campus Association (though
we sincerely wish they would)
to make a responsible judgement on its leadership.
Despite the misconceptions,
Mr. Lewis brought out some
significant, valid points of
criticism. The Nominating
Committee has, therefore, reassessed its judgements on the
office of President, detected
errors in its deliberations, and
has found two candidates
which it deems to be equally
qualified. The Committee's
original decision was not a
case of "irresponsibility" but
of overzealousness for the
Campus Association, and its
role in the Bates community.
The final decision has remedied that error.
The campus can learn much
from this somewhat awkward
occurence. First, it indicates
that the all-campus organizations are only as strong and
effective as the strength of
student concern and involvement in them; second, that
these organizations, not by
constitution, but by nature,
have obligations to meet the
constructive demands of their
members; and finally, that
there is opportunity for significant individual action from
the grass roots level for influencing the operation of student organizations. Mr. Lewis
deserves not only the Committee's thanks, but recognition by all the students for
showing his concern and personally fulfilling his democratic ideals.
Respectfully,
Melvln Burrowes '66
Chairman
Nominating Committee
POLEMICIZING

To the Editor:
Since the aim of your well
conceived series on Viet Nam
is "to inform, not to polemicize", I am sure you will accept a couple of supplemental
points. Your hope to avoid
polemic is more pious than
probable, since, in such a sensitive area, it will be impossible to pretend that one set
of "facts" is correct and adequate or that things not said
are less significant than
things said.
With respect specifically to
the last paragraph of your
first installment: referring
without comment to "both
Vietnamese states" ignores
the artifical and (intended)
temporary nature of the parti-

tion of Viet Nam into a North
and South. This point is im
portant, in light of some peo
pie's "facts," since the two
state hypothesis helps extend
what they believe to be a convenient fiction of outside aggression in which the North
Vietnamese are considered i
aggressors invading a country
they might, with considerable;
justice, consider to be their
own.
A more obvious departure
from almost everyone's facts
is the suggestion, in the .same
paragraph, that there is a
nice, black and white, sweet
hollywood distinction between
totalitarianism in the North
and Democracy in the south.
I hope future installments
will be adequate to dispell
any idea of democracy in the
South.
Robert M. Chute

GUIDANCE
Monday, Feb. 14:
Mr. James H. Hawes, '27,
from W. T. Grant Company,
will interview men interested
in Retail Store Management!
Training.
Mr. R. L. Adam, from Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell arid Company will interview Senior
Men interested in Accounting.
Dean Robert Moore, repre-1
senting Chicago Theological
Seminary, will discuss Grad-•
uate Training and Career Opportunities in Church Related
Vocations with Seniors and
undergraduates.
Summer Employment:

The United States Civil
Service Commission has announced that there are many
opportunities being offered for
temporary work as assistants
to regular forces handling the
mall in several Post Offices
throughout the country. The "
jobs pay $2.37 an hour. The requirements are a written examination and an application
due by February 24. Those interested should contact the
Guidance and Placement Office.
Miscellaneous:
The State Farm Insurance
Company is taking requests to
fill their need for a Field
Claim Representative who will
operate
out
of Augusta,
Maine. Interested Seniors
should write to Mrs. Dorothy
Brown, State Farm Insurance
Company, 8 Green Street, Augusta, Maine.
Bedard Pharmacy, Inc.
61 College St.
Dial
Lewiston, Maine
4-7921
Drive-In Window Service
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Cagers Split With
NEWS
Tufts And Wesley an

Plv«

70. rf. %, /*.

3)04m 2>ueU..»

By Betsy Harmon

By King Arthur preparing
to depart on a crusade against
crusades.

Girl's Basketball
The Girls' Intramural Basketball program will end
Thursday with a playoff between the two leading teams.
Page I is now leading with
a 4-0 record. Yesterday four
teams played to determine the
second place team. Tied for
the place are Mitchell-Milliken and Page II.
Although there have been
several forfeits, team spirit
has been very good on the
whole this year. Be sure to see
the championship Thursday.
Hockey Sports Manager

Last weekend, the Bates basketball team went on their
first of three successive weekend trips. This time to Wesley an and Tufts (to be followed by a Monday night
home game with Merrimack
(yeah, Merrimack).
Friday night at Middletown,
Wesleyan jumped off to a
quick lead. Bates' full-court
press finally began to do its
job toward the end of the first
half. Forcing Wesleyan into
mistakes, and stealing for six
quick points, the Bobcats finally forged into the lead and
held a 39-33 half-time advantage.

Betsy Harman was elected
as the Hockey manager next
14 Point Lead
year. Hopefully the turnout
In the second half, the Bobwill be as good as it was this
year and Bates will have a cat lead surged to as mucli
as 14 points, but at this point,
good season.
the whole team tensed up.
Wesleyan capitalized and cut
Last Year's Freshmen Stu- the lead to 2 points with LL£
dents who served as sub- minutes remaining. This was
jects in the research project their closest threat, though, as
conducted in the Psycholo- Bates finally got its feet back
gy Laboratory (Sponsored underneath them and pulled
by U. S. Office of Educa- away for the final score of 72tion) please contact Dr. 65. Co-captain Bill BeisswanBechtel within the next 2 ger, who gets closer to Lee
weeks. Tues or ThurSw 2-4 Quimby's scoring record every
p.m., Hathorn Hall).
Everything Musical
MAURICE MUSIC MART
188 Lisbon St Lewis ton, Me.
Phone 784-8571
Open till 9 P.M. Except Sal.
Compliments
HANSON'S BARBER SCHOOL
390 Lisbon St.
LEWISTON, MAIN€

Please
Patronize Our
Advertisers
STERLING PATTERNS
In
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

JEWELERS
SINCE 1859

SO Lisbon Street Dial 784-5241

FLANDERS
QUALITY MENSWEAR
LONDON FOG
MAINCOATS

62 COURT ST.

Katharine
Gibbs
Memorial
Scholarships
* * *
Full tuition for one year
plus
$500 cash grant

time he plays, netted 27
points. Howie Alexander chipped in a good 12 points, and
co-captain Bob Mischler threw
in a steady 13 points.
The scoring spread has become well established for the
Cats. Count on Beisswanger
for better than 20 points, on
Alexander for just less than
20, and Mischler and Schulkin
for around 12 a game. This
pattern held true for Saturday night's tilt with Tufts'
Jumbos. Beisswanger scored
25, Alexander 20, Mischler 14,
and Schulken 11 in what cocaptain Mischler described
as a "dog fight."
The game was tight all the
way because Carl Johanneson,
the big rebounder for the Cats,
fouled out early in the game.
Junior Ken Lynch came
through with his share of rebounds plus 6 points, but
Bates still couldn't pull into a
lead. The score was 77-70,
Tufts, with three minutes remaining when coach Wlgton
put in Mischler for Lynch,
leaving four guards and Bill
Beisswanger to close the gap.
This unit pressed, shot, and
stole the ball to force the
score to an 83-83 tie.
With about H/> minutes remaining the Cats had pulled
Into an 87-83 lead. The next
minute of play was a succession of foul shots, and the
Jumbos managed to tie the
score at 89 with five seconds
in the game.
6th Time Out
Bates called time, their sixth
of the game, which is an automatic technical foul, giving
Tufts the foul shot plus the
ball at midcourt. The shct
was made, and that was all
she wrote. Final score, Tufts
90, Bates 89.

Bobcat of the week
Freshman Paul Williams led
the Bobcat trackmen to a win
over Tufts Saturday by winning both the high and the
low hurdle events as well as
running a leg in the winning
mile relay. Paul's times in
both the highs and the lows
equalled the meet records
while his time for the lows
also matched the cage record.
In recognition of his outstanding performance Paul
has been chosen to receive
Bobcat honors. This also
makes Paul the first member
of the Freshmen class to be
cited for the award.

The tall redhead, who hails
from Pompton Lakes, N. J., has
been a key figure in the Bobcat's success thus far this season with wins in almost every
Open to senior women
meet. Our congratulations to
Interested In business careers
Paul for his fine achievements
as assistants to
REGISTRAR TO RETIRE and our best wishes for sucadministrators and executives.
cess in the upcoming meets
Outstanding training.
Miss Mabel L. Libby, Regis- with Rhode Island and Holy
Information now available at the
trar at Bates College since Cross.
College Placement Bureau.
1928, will retire on July 31, schedules and grades, and
* * *
1966. Mrs. Margaret N. Taylor, preparing transcripts for gradII Mirlborough St., BOSTON,MASS.02111
Assistant to the Registrar, will uate study and employment
200 Park Ave.r NEW YORK, N. T. 10017
be named College Recorder Miss Libby holds the position
33 Plymouth St., M0NTCUIR, N.J. 07042
to succeed her.
of secretary to two important
77 S. Aniell St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02SOS
A native of Swampscott faculty committees, the EduMass., Miss Libby graduated cational Guidance and .Curfrom Bates in 1918. After riculum Committee and the
teaching at Bradford, Vt, and Committee on Schedules and
Rumford, Maine, she studied Examinations.
at the Auburn Maine School of
~—J SECRETARIAL
Commerce, then was named
VINCENTS GIFT SHOP
Assistant to the Registrar and
Secretary to the Dean of
Dial 783-3071
131 Lisbon Street
Women at Bates in 1922. In
ROGER'S ESSO
1926 she became Acting RegisLewlaton
SERVICENTER
trar, and Registrar two years
later.
ROGER J. PELLETIER
In addition to the respon534 Main St Lewiaton, Me.
sibility for recording student Bates Street Laundry
44 Bates St
LewUton, Me.
TeL 784-8727
Special to College Students
COCKTAILS — STEAKS
Machine Load (8 lbs.)
60c
12c Each Additional Pound
CHOPS — S1A FOOD
Pick-up and Delivery Service
24 Hour Service on Laundry

!fytharinc

Gibbs

Wedding and Banquet Facilities

Auburn
Washington St.

Auburn

782-5464

For several weeks now, the
walls of the castle have been
closing in and the normally
fertile lands of the domain
have become barren. The time,
then, has descended upon me
whence it shall be my duty to
lay aside my quill and make
way for the new caustic prince
who shall henceforth prepare
the weekly joust for your hungry, wandering eyes.
A Promise made should finally be a promise kept, and
rightly so, here is a salute to
Miss B.S. 1965-66 (Senior Bell
Sitter.) A Bell Sitter is an
altruist. Or is it a pragmatist. Well, anyway, you would
recognize them anywhere. Especially in Rand at 3 A.M. on
a morning when you probably
wouldn't recognize anything
else. Standard attire for the
job is none other than hair
curlers, horrendous bathrobes
(or less), and a portentous
countenance of impatient disgust. Considering the over
abundance of b.s. that pervades the house on the hill,
the decision as to the victor
has been difficult, but the following should justify my selection.
It was a cold nite and my
anti-freeze reading was not at
its normal below freezing
level. As I stood at the door
waiting, what to my wondering eyes should appear but a
little blonde girl in an unsanforized nitegown. It all happened In a flash and the apparition was gone, but I knew
in a flash that I had a winner.
About this fiasco I can say
only two things. Congratulations Joan, and girls (all of
you B.S.er's), from the pit of
my upset stomach, Thank You.
B-Ball
For all of you who snickered, laughed and guffawed
when I selected R.W. as the
dorm to watch in B-ball, I
might only say that I hope
your current gloom is teaching you a valuable lesson.
R.W., as a dorm, has a creditable record of 16 straight victories (an undefeated season,
thusfar). It has not been easy,
but R.W. has managed to use
every drop of skill, brawn,
brain and intimidation in engineering this wonderful record. In parting, I will only
say, they shall reign supreme
from this time forth.
In Parting

Thank you kind readers for
your patience with my ramblings. Thank you Wilsk for
patiently waiting for my late
copy, and to you Anne, your
were right in censoring Cumberland Capers. The walls
have crumbled now, I must
We Also Pick Up Dry Cleaning escape the confines of this
and Shirts
page and this place. Good-bye,
I have laughed my last laugh.

Six
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Cats Down Tufts In Track
Coach Slovenski's track
squad picked up their fifth
straight win Saturday in humbling the Jumboes from Tufts
University by a 68 to 45 margin. The Bobcat record now
stands 5 and 1 with the sole
loss coming in the season's
game against Northeastern.
Opening the day's scoring
was co-captain Wayne Pang-

The strongest of all the Bobcat performances of the day
was that turned in by the
hurdlers led by Paul Williams.
Sweeping the highs with Williams was Gary Chamberlain
and Keith Harvie while in the
lows Harvie managed a second behind Williams. Meet
records were tied in both hurdle events as Williams had

Bob Richmond Picks Up Points in the Pole Vault
burn with a win in the 35 lb.
weight event followed by Bill
Davis with a second. Davis
also took a first in the shot
with a good 42 foot effort. The
Cats had to settle for second
and third in the broad jump
as well as in the high jump

his best day to date.
Rounding out the scoring
was Tom Hiller and Bob Richmond in the pole vault and
the winning efforts of the
mile relay team. The Cats
next meet a powerful Holy
Cross team with hopes of
avenging the defeat handed
the Cats by the Crusaders in
last year's encounter.

SATURDAY TRACK
At Bates
Bates 68, Tufts 45
BROAD JUMP: Anadu (T),
Harvie (B), Cavello (B). 22 ft.,
6 ins.
35 LB. WGT.: Pangburn (B),
Davis (B), Cowen (T). 55 ft.
45 YDS.: Yankopolus (T),
Higgins (B), Wells (B). 5.2
sec.
MILE: Baldwin (T), Thomas (B), Kuteruf (T). 4:37.3.
HIGH JUMP:
Anadu (T),
Johngen (B), Needles (B). 6
ft., 2 ins. (equals meet rec.)
HIGH HURDLE: Williams
(B), Chamberlain (B), Harvie
(B). 5.9 sec. (equals meet rec.)
POLE VAULT: Hiller (B),
Richmond (B), Wells (T). 12
ft.
SHOT: Davis (B), Cowen
(T), Lefkowitz (T). 42 ft., 6%
ins.
600 YDS.: Pierce (B), Gallagher (T), Caseley (T). 1:15.8.
TWO MILE: Baldwin (T),
Carlin
(T), Thomas
(B).
10:04.7.
LOW HURDLE: Williams
(B), Harvie (B), Yankopolus
(T). 5.5 sec. (equals meet rec.)
1,000 YDS.: Caseley (T), Harris (B), Tynan (B). 2:20.7
(meet rec.)
MILE RELAY: Bates (Williams, Chamberlain, Colman,
Pierce). 3:36.2.

SKIERS LOOK GOOD
IN OPENING MEET

"--^gC^
Competing in the Giant Slalom
The newest competitive sport
on campus received its baptism of fire last weekend. The
ski team sponsored by the O.C.
and Student Senate competed
in its first conference competition in a two day meet at Suicide Six in Woodstock, Vt.

Only five of the regular
eight team members were
able to attend the meet but
in spite of this, and the fact
LAST WEEK IN SPORTS
that three of these five had
Friday, Feb. 4:
never raced before, the team
Basketball at Wesleyan won made a creditable showing.
Tom Adams came in seventh
72-65.
overall in the combined two
run slalom event out of over
Saturday, Feb. 5:
100 contestants.
Basketball at Tufts, lost 895th Place
90.
Track vs. Tufts won 68-45.
In the giant slalom event
on Sunday Chuck Pfaffman
turned in a good run and the
THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
team placed 5th overall in
Wednesday, Feb. 9:
this event out of 8 schools
Basketball at Maine — a competing. The other members of the team competing
State Series game.
Friday, Feb. 11:

Basketball
College.

,

Open Daily 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft.
T-BAR LIFTS
Pangburn Unleashing a Good
Ski Instruction Daily
Throw
5 TRAILS
but it is with such depth that
10-12 A.M., 2-4 P. M.
the Cats can manage to amass
BASE LODGE
SKI SHOP
the needed points.
Snow Reports: Tel.: 695-2555
The strongest point in the
Greenville, Maine
Tufts attack was the distant Route 15
events. Bob Thomas was the
only Bates runner able to keep
up with the pack to take
thirds in both the mile and
two mile grinds. In the middle distances the Cats again
showed the advantage of having a squad with depth as
Gary Harris and Kent Tynan
placed behind Casely of Tufts
who established a new meet
record with his sizzling burst
of speed in the final lap. Glen
Pierce copped a first in the
600 yard run to round Cats
scoring in that event.

at

Mt Whittier Saturday
The conference consists of
12 schools including Harvard.
MIT, Nasson, Babson Institute,
WPI, Lowell Tech. Bentchly.
Merrimack, Windam College,
St. Anselm and New Hampshire College of Commerce.
The meet next week is at Mt.
Whittier in New Hampshire.
With the help of Harry Mahar, Tom Calder and Dave
Doe, the team hopes to make
an excellent showing.

THIS WON'T MAKE
YOUR MONEY GO
FURTHER . . .

FOR SALE

Basketball at A.I.C.
Saturday, Feb. 12:

were Kent Bradford, Bill Ramsey and Steve Lee.

New ladies'
kilt. Also,
pravel rug.
Springfield 402 College

imported Scottish
new wool plaid
Mrs Somerville,
Street.

See SHEP LEE at

ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC.
24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN, MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-3686
VALIANT-PLYMOUTH
CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL
5-Year and 50,00 Mile Guarantee
— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Excellent Service on All Makes
10 % OH on All Service Work to Batee-Affiliated People

A Depositors Trust
Company
Checking Account!
Paying by check is an efficient
way to budget your spending.

PINE
TREE
I PRESS

PrinHnfl

2

Tel. 784-7991

AUBURN MOTOR SALES, INC.
BRONCO,

MUSTANG, FALCON, FATOLANE,
GALAXIE, THUNDERBIRD

161 CENTER STREET

You know where every dollar
goes. Plan ahead — pay all
your bills the smart, convenient way with a Depositors
checking account.

AUBURN, MAINE

PHONE 283-2235
220 Gamage Ave.
Auburn

Maine

Fotd Bent-A-Car System

Trust Company
T«« tat TM II Dim Hi.Umi MM"
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